
Wade Street Church  14.01.18 am 
“ON THE JOURNEY” 
Philippians 3:12 – 4:1 

 
The Christian tradition from which I come – and, I suspect, many of you who are part of this church also 

come – is one which sets great store by conversion, by a transformative experience which brings us from 

not being a Christian to being one.  The idea of getting to a point where we recognise our need of Jesus 

and praying a prayer which acknowledges that and leads us off in another direction, that expresses our 

commitment to Christ and our gratitude for forgiveness is one which is very strong in our kind of 

“evangelical” tradition.  We may then seek to express that commitment in baptism or some similar 

expression of public witness. 

 

And that’s great.  There are wonderful stories of dramatic – and not so dramatic – transformations in 

people’s lives.  There are also stories of how people have come to faith more gradually, an increasing 

awareness of their needing Jesus, a growing sense of God’s call.  I don’t want to knock any of that – and 

my own story of becoming a Christian involves a moment of commitment in the basement of 

Southampton Guildhall after watching a rather snowy live-link transmission of a Billy Graham meeting 

back in the mid-1960s.  The danger can be, though, that we see that moment of conversion – or moment 

of recognition of our conversion, if it’s happened more gradually – as the end of the line.  “I’ve become a 

Christian and now everything is OK.”  What we can easily overlook is that coming to that decision to 

follow Jesus is not the end of the line, but the beginning of a new journey that will occupy the rest of our 

lives. 

 

The Apostle Paul – a great Christian if ever there was one: a spectacularly dramatic conversion, an 

amazing set of experiences as he started to discover what it was all about, a life devoted to serving Jesus – 

even he writes in the verses we’ve just read that he’s nowhere near the end of the line.  When Paul wrote 

these words he was under house arrest for his preaching and clearly some way into his amazing ministry, 

but he still says, “Not that I have already attained this [becoming like Jesus], or have already been made 

perfect.”  Here, and elsewhere in his writings, it’s clear that he sees his conversion on the road to 

Damascus as the beginning of a journey that will continue throughout his life. 

 

So with us – as we take that decision to follow Jesus, we commit ourselves to journeying forwards.  The 

very phrase “follow Jesus” implies that, doesn’t it?  We are embarking on a journey that will take the rest 

of our lives and take us on into an eternity spent with him once we have passed through death.  Of course, 

we can start to enjoy the benefits of living with Jesus here and now: our lives change for the better as we 

take the first step of that journey, but there is so much more to come, so many more things to learn and 

experience and enjoy as we move forward.  There are, as Paul writes here, things “to take hold of” for 

which Jesus has actually taken hold of us.  As we were thinking last week, Jesus is the model for our 



Christian living – we aspire to live like him – but he is also the motivation in that he has actually “taken 

hold of” us, he leads us forward by the hand. 

 

So this morning we’re going to take a few moments to reflect on what that journey means.  We are to be 

moving forward with Jesus – as our church vision statement puts it, “forward to growth and maturity”.  

This is like a journey – or a race, as Paul often puts it, the great thing being that everyone who finishes 

this race is a winner.  And the way Paul looks at it here is as someone who is “pressing on”.  He uses that 

phrase twice in this short passage, in vv12,14.  And the word can be translated into English in different 

ways: these two examples here are the only ones in the New Testament where they are translated in this 

way.  Paul uses the same word earlier in the chapter, before the start of the passage we read.  Back in v6 

he uses it too.  He’s talking about his life before his conversion, before the beginning of the journey on 

which he now finds himself.  Listen to these words, here he is setting out his credentials for being a good 

and zealous Jew: 

If someone else thinks they have reasons to put confidence in the flesh, I have 
more: circumcised on the eighth day, of the people of Israel, of the tribe of Benjamin, a 
Hebrew of Hebrews; in regard to the law, a Pharisee; as for zeal, persecuting the church; as 
for righteousness based on the law, faultless. 
 

I suspect few of you will be able to spot where he uses that same word.  In that section, it’s actually 

translated as “persecuting”.  That’s how it’s usually translated, so Paul is using it as a kind of metaphor 

when he’s talking about his new journey.  We might get a bit closer to it if we translated the word in both 

contexts as “pursuing” – he pursued the Christians and now he is pursuing the goal of living with and for 

Jesus.  We might bring out the contrast a bit better if we talked of him as “hunting” the Christians and 

“chasing” the goal.  However we do it, there is a clear sense of moving forward with a single-minded 

devotion. 

 

You see, Paul writes about hunting down those Christians, whom he saw at the time as treacherous 

heretics, with “zeal”.  From what he writes elsewhere, and from Luke’s story in Acts, we know that Paul 

was a tireless persecutor and directed all his considerable knowledge and energies into trying to stop this 

new sect of Christ-followers from growing any further.  That same enthusiasm and energy is now brought 

to bear on following Jesus himself.  Again, as we were thinking about last week, this is a life with a 

sharply focussed eye on Jesus, resisting other distractions and enticements, going all out for him.  He is 

moving forward – sometimes very speedily, sometimes more slowly, depending on his circumstances. 

 

And we know he’s moving forward, journeying onward, because he writes about “forgetting what is 

behind”.  Once we start on this journey with Jesus there is no need to keep looking back.  The past is 

gone: there is nothing we can do about it now.  We may need to live with consequences of past decisions 

and actions, but we can’t go back and change it and we have to accept that.  Jesus helps us live with, to 



deal with, those consequences if we need to, but the goal is always ahead.  Paul forgets the past in terms 

of mistakes and regrets and (let’s not beat about the bush) sins.  They are not only in the past, but dealt 

with by God.  He forgives and wipes them from the record.  We do not need to be held down by the past 

as we look to the future, as we move on in this journey.  So many of us are held back on our journey with 

Jesus by looking back and trying to work stuff out, when we don’t need to.  It’s the Devil who haunts us 

with memories of past mistakes, stunting our growth and convincing us that we can’t move forward with 

God because of our sins.  God has dealt with them.  They’re done with and we can move on in freedom, 

liberated from the effects of past mistakes and regrets.  I came across this passage in a book by the 

American preacher John Claypool recently.  Let me read you this little story.  [John Claypool The 

Hopeful Heart pp68,69.] 

 

Don’t keep looking back – either with regret or with pride.  It’s nothing that you’ve done that has started 

you on this journey.  It’s Jesus who has taken hold of you and is encouraging you on.  Keep moving 

forward with Jesus.  In 4:1, Paul writes that we should “Stand firm in the Lord”.  That’s to do with 

having confidence in Jesus.  It does not mean stand still!  We move forward on this journey, single-

mindedly chasing the goal of being with Jesus, with real confidence in him.  As we’ve just said, it’s Jesus 

who has taken hold of us.  He has reached out to catch us, to embrace us, to pull us along.  He is the one 

who encourages and motivates us.  He’s the one to whom we reach out when the going gets tough.  And 

all the time there’s God, “calling us heavenwards” as it says in v14.  That word “heavenwards” simply 

means upwards: it doesn’t necessarily mean towards heaven, although if you believe heaven is “up there”, 

it makes sense.  It means that God is cheering us on, calling us home, like a proud parent behind the 

finishing line at a primary school sports day – “Come on!  You can do it!  Keep going, you’re doing 

great!” 

 

And it’s that encouragement that keeps us going, that strengthens and enlivens us on this journey.  Yes, 

we have a responsibility to keep going, to make the decision to move forward, but it’s God’s grace and 

mercy which enable that.  Writing in a different context to the Roman Christians in Romans 9:16 Paul 

makes it clear that, although we have to make the choices and decide to set out on the journey, “It does 

not depend on human desire or effort, but on God’s mercy.”  You see, all this talk of pressing onwards, of 

straining and striving, can make this seem like a long hard slog.  And in some ways it is.  This is a 

journey of commitment which is not always easy.  Let’s not gloss over the fact that we are called to a life 

which can seem tough because it’s going against the flow of so much that’s happening around us.  But 

God is there to help. 

 



At our regular Elders’ meeting on Monday we started with our usual time of prayer and Rob led us in 

what was a very powerful encounter with God and his Spirit.  The passage from which he read was Isaiah 

40, particularly the last few verses.  Let me just read them to you again: 

Do you not know? 
Have you not heard? 

The Lord is the everlasting God, 
the Creator of the ends of the earth. 

He will not grow tired or weary, 
and his understanding no one can fathom. 

He gives strength to the weary 
and increases the power of the weak. 
Even youths grow tired and weary, 
and young men stumble and fall; 
but those who hope in the Lord 

will renew their strength. 
They will soar on wings like eagles; 
they will run and not grow weary, 

they will walk and not be faint. 
 
That was such an encouragement on all kinds of levels, not least because I’d already started thinking 

about this sermon and was worrying about the emphasis on pressing forward, on straining and striving 

and thinking, “You can’t keep telling people they’ve just got to try harder all the time” – the “Just do it!” 

video we saw at Whitemoor Lakes came to mind.  As we’ve said, we have to take responsibility for the 

decision to step out on this journey, but it’s God who gives us the strength to keep going.  Isaiah is talking 

about people growing weary, stumbling, falling, getting weak.  But God doesn’t.  And “those who hope 

in the Lord will renew their strength”.  Put your trust in the Lord.  Learn to rely on God and then it will 

become a bit easier, then you can “walk and not be faint”. 

 

You may recall we looked at The Fruit of the Spirit towards the end of last year and that passage from 

Galatians 5 in which we read about that also has the verse which says “Let us keep in step with the 

Spirit”.  If you’re on a long journey, walking with someone is always better than walking alone, 

especially if that person will be able to encourage you and set a realistic pace for you.  We walk along 

with the Spirit of Jesus, matching our pace to his, following where he leads, drawing our motivation and 

our strength from him. 

 

To change the metaphor – for those of you who are into cycling – it’s like being out with someone who 

can set a good pace and keep you in his slipstream.  I’d never really realised what a difference that made 

until I was cycling with a group of people around Israel several years ago.  As we toiled up mountain 

roads and sweated under the Middle East sun, an American in the group moved in front of me, as he 

rather unfortunately put it, to “break wind” – it means something completely different in American.  He 

shielded me from the headwind and, as we were moving quite fast, dragged along in his slipstream.  Get 

into the slipstream of the Holy Spirit.  Stick with Jesus as he encourages you forward on your journey.  



Listen for the call of God and put your hope and trust in him.  We might not be perfect yet, but we can 

certainly keep moving in the right direction, “pressing on” with Jesus and helping and supporting one 

another in prayer. 

  



“ON THE JOURNEY” 
Philippians 3:12 – 4:1 

 
It’s easy to overlook the fact that coming to a decision to follow Jesus is not the end of the line, but the 
beginning of a new journey that will occupy the rest of our lives.  When Paul wrote these words he 
was under house arrest for his preaching and clearly some way into his amazing ministry, but he still 
says, “Not that I have already attained this [becoming like Jesus], or have already been made perfect.”  
Here, and elsewhere in his writings, it’s clear that he sees his conversion on the road to Damascus as 
the beginning of a journey that will continue throughout his life. 
 
So with us – as we take that decision to follow Jesus, we commit ourselves to journeying forwards.  We 
are embarking on a journey that will take the rest of our lives and take us on into an eternity spent with 
him once we have passed through death.  And the way Paul looks at it here is as someone who is 
“pressing on”.  He uses that phrase twice in this short passage, in vv12,14.  And the word can be 
translated into English in different ways: in v6 it’s actually translated as “persecuting”.  That’s how it’s 
usually translated, so Paul is using it as a kind of metaphor when he’s talking about his new journey.  
Paul was a tireless persecutor and directed all his considerable knowledge and energies into trying to 
stop this new sect of Christ-followers from growing any further.  That same enthusiasm and energy is 
now brought to bear on following Jesus himself. 
 
And we know he’s moving forward, journeying onward, because he writes about “forgetting what is 
behind”.  Once we start on this journey with Jesus there is no need to keep looking back.  The past is 
gone: there is nothing we can do about it now.  It’s the Devil who haunts us with memories of past 
mistakes, stunting our growth and convincing us that we can’t move forward with God because of our 
sins.  God has dealt with them.  They’re done with and we can move on in freedom. 
 
All the time there’s God, “calling us heavenwards” as it says in v14.  It means that God is cheering us 
on, calling us home.  It’s that encouragement that keeps us going, that strengthens and enlivens us on 
this journey.  Yes, we have a responsibility to keep going, to make the decision to move forward, but it’s 
God’s grace and mercy which enable that.  All this talk of pressing onwards, of straining and striving, 
can make this seem like a long hard slog.  And in some ways it is.  This is a journey of commitment 
which is not always easy.  Let’s not gloss over the fact that we are called to a life which can seem tough 
because it’s going against the flow of so much that’s happening around us.  But God is there to help.  
Look at Isaiah 40:28-31.  Also look at Galatians 5:25 – we walk along with the Spirit of Jesus, matching 
our pace to his, following where he leads, drawing our motivation and our strength from him. 
 
Get into the slipstream of the Holy Spirit.  Stick with Jesus as he encourages you forward on your 
journey.  Listen for the call of God and put your hope and trust in him.  We might not be perfect yet, but 
we can certainly keep moving in the right direction, “pressing on” with Jesus and helping and supporting 
one another in prayer. 
 
 

Questions for discussion 
 

1) In what way did your experience of becoming a Christian (suddenly or gradually) change the way 
you lived your life?  How would you describe your life since that point? 

 
2) Do you find being a Christian a slog or a doddle?  What kind of journey do you think you’re on? 
 
3) Why are we often handicapped by our past?  What can we do to overcome that? 
 
4) Paul writes that the “goal [is] to win the prize” (v14).  What is the prize? 
 
5) Have you found that “hope in the Lord” (Isaiah 40:31) has “renewed your strength” ?  Share any 

examples of how you have experienced the reality of that in your own situation. 
 


